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Grade A coal yesterday was poured on the smoldering street
widening controversy between San Jose State college and the City
planning ccmmission.
The new fires arose from a College Advisory board meeting in
which it was revealed that the planning commission will re -open at an
.,i.
nh date Th.
lines on San Fettnande
Carlos streets beta e! r !--4
and Ninth streets.
.
Thus annwineement
by Lawrence Appleton.
mentber of both the SJ:s sa,
’board and the planning
’ sion.
Several !sward members I.
.1
Beta Beta’s chapter of Theta X!.
, the pos.sibilit) of a compromi,, I. national fraternity will lx’ estabatte;
tween the co% and c, ii
lished formally at Sari Jose State President T W. MacQuare ,e.
I
I !,college Saturday in a 5:30 p.m. ; lined why 5.75 IS Oppeelsto.t
ti,.
ceremony at the Hotel De Anza. ling 33 It all taw
.. ,,te
The installation will he followed proposed c.!irripus ate.,
;San cal
:Ind Sail F;!!oi!io-o;
hy a banquet at 7 ...clock. a..rtord- s!rs-o t
ing to Edwin Hass
Appleton eplained that the
eommissien has adopted a plan
of the local chapt..
line, %%Web does not reinstitute
L. A. Hauslein ot Pittsburg. Pa .
ACt
ii
11114.11t.
tot 111.11
the fraternitj’s national president.
ereeteil
tellihtillg. %% malt Mot
will he here. for the ceremte::..
iii thl arris Itttotieti
il.1" tut ore
(’harks McGehee, assistant SeCle , street widening. lie added that
tars trom St. Louis and Don Lei - ; the Cie,lIiflISsieefl and cit% roomed
pr, nti% .iri
II tot Vi
dig of Oakland, regional director.
ark, and ’sail ler ;
also will represent the national ening
mind. loliseen larket and l’ith
organization.
Saturday’s acei ties will begin streets.
Chairman I. D. Helmett iaised
with a reception at the fraternity
house, 596 S. 10th street, honor- the question as to whether plan
ing visiting Theta Xi alumni and lines constitute’ a legal metheid of
for street widactive members liTim ea her Cali- obtaining p. eels’,
Joseph Garner,
fornia chapters at UC, UCLA. ening purposes
USC and Stanford universities. A board mem,. r. was pthriled as to
Sao I ’al lees street may be
delegation from a colony of the
fraternity at the College of Agri- wick lied !lean 60 to exactly 93 bet
culture at Berkeley also will be instead ot other distance’s
Floyd A. Parton. another of
here.
Installation of the new chapter the board’s eight members, iig
will be held from 5 30 to 6:30 gest ed that if parking were prop.m., and a banquet at the De hibited on sails Carlos street be
Anza will follow at 7 o’clock. tween Se% eat h and Ninth
Principal speaker of the evening streets, It would he neceasier% to
will he President Hauslein, Dr, widen it to the blocks adjacent
T. W. MacQuarrie. Dean of Men to the college.
MacQuarrie pointed out that
Stanley C. Benz and student leadif the city insists on slicing al
ers also will speak.
The San Jose colony of Theta feet I rom San Carlas and San FerXi was established a year ago nando adjacent tee SJS betwestn
when members of Mu Delta Pi, Seventh and Ninth streets, the
local service fraternity, voted to state will not buj tour parcels eel
become’ affiliated with the national land fronting on San Carlos which
fraternity. Theta Xi, established still privatelj are owned.
in 1864, is one of the oldest college fraternities in the United
States.

Theta Xi Frat
To hold Rites
For Beta Beta

Dr. Ralph
THEV DO MISS ME, DON’T THE
his engineer4. Smith says hi. admires gifts fr
ing students. shown presenting the gifts are Harry Dale, engineering instructor; Mrs. Lois RIM man. department secretary, and Miss Elizabeth
Findlay, part-time secretary. The presents includ__

ed (1) handbrake tor a toboggan, (I) rope to tie
feet in toboggan. (3) splints, in tase one and two
el% and (51 bottle
fail, (4) patented hed sore re
of guaranteed cure-all, plainly marked POISON!
eternallj
be
applied
(Ed’s note: Not to
photo 1)% 1’).ter Pebble.

F Equals AM

Dr. Olds Finds 3inswer
To Broken Leg Riddle
By CAL PITTS
Dr. Carl D. Olds, professor of mathematics, claimed today to
have solved the problem of how Dr. Ralph J. Smith, Engineering department head, suffered a broken leg while foboggan;ng recently.

Robinson "Fells
uture Act iOIl
"The function of the Fairness
committee is to investigate, report
and recommend." Professor Elmo
Robinson, committee chairman,
told the Spartan Daily yesterday
possible
upon
commenting
in
future action of the group on the
Art 7S case, which was reviewed in
yesterday’s Daily.
"The three -year-old committee
does not want to act as a court, or
maintain any other power," Mr.
Robinson said. "About the hest it
can do in this case is to recommend for the future. The committee does not have the power to
examine instructors’ grade hooks
or examinations in an investigation."

According to Mrs. Lois Bowman, Engineering department secretary, Or, Olds had stumped Dr. Smith with a mathematical equation.
dBut, like a good engineer should,
I Dr. Smith took to the field in
search of the answer. It was here
that the accident occurred that
put the Engineering department
The first typhoid immunization head out of action and out of a
of a set of three will be given to- solution.
day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Dr. Olds’ problem,’ which is now
Health office, according to Miss in the hands of students who seek
Margaret Twombly, director of the
a "safer" solution than the one
Student Health service.
The typhoid shots are a part of Dr. Smith sought is as follows:
By JACK GAI.I.AtillEK
thi’ campus immunization program
PROBLEM: A boy and his sled
News Editor
for which 810 students previously weigh 64 pounds. fg equals 32
"This is much harder work er
signed.
feet). With his father, the boy
stud mg Per midterms." Ed La.
searches for a hill down which to
nini said when Raj Hasse, phut,’
slide. At a command from his son,
editor. and I NISIted hem at the
the father gives the sled a big
San Rafael Guide Iiog school
Miss Edith Graves today advised push and with great shouts of
Wed nestle .
the following students to report joy jumps on. at At what angle
Ed wasn’t complainine: he neer
to the Veterans office, Room 32, should The hill be sloped so that
does. He was referring merely tie
immediately.
the sled will slide, down at a
OE
Dillman, Laurence S.; Dirstine, terminal speed of such magnitude
the rigors of re -learning the
Duane R.; Ditmer, James N.; Fuz- that at the end of the -run the
and woe kschool’s obstacle
zi, Max; Lopes, Leland F.; Moore, father can safely put out his foot
ing with new guide ckigs.
Donald IL; Pasquale, Eugene; and bring the sfed-totest in a dis’’The first tew dates are spent
Teplin, Daniel; Tittle, Poi rest, G.; tance of 10 feet after said foot is
A
getting in shape," he told us
Thor, John K.
extended beyond the safety of the
person who IS blind is used tei
edge of the sled? Assume that the.
shuffling about in the dark. (19
resistance of the sled in precludes is
the course he learns to walk at
fret
per
equal to the speed in
three mikes an hour so that when
"Come one, cornet all to the seconds. (Hint: Recall the equaIhe begins working with his new
Shipwreck party," said Laura tion, F equals M A).
dog. he WIII he able tee keep sip
French, hostess of the affair to
with its confident stride.
he held tonight at Newman hall
"Each dog is difterent," he said
from 8 to 11 o’clock. The party
"Ilse, my tioxe.r, didn’t pull a..
is open to everyone "who wants
firmly on leer harness as these
to have a good time," she said
shepherds do"
yesterday.
He Was being led shout by an
Approximately 850 San Jose
Tickets for the party will be
18-month -old black-and-tan Get sold for $.50 under the Library State college students, representnian Shepherd %% hick although he
arch ,today and at Newman hall ing less than 20 per cent of the
doesn’t know it %el, will he his
doors tonight, according to Diane electorate, took time out Wednesnew dog.
Norris of the publicity committee. day to go to the voting booths in
tin campus $30333 had been
the Student Union, according to
donated he, 3 p.m. yesterday. In
Bob King, chief justice of the Stuaddition $1967 was ?hilected al
dent Court.
the Dutch Mill across from the
There are an estimated 4450
"Every day the same old thing,"
Student rnion.
students who possess ASB
SJS
-,-ays a disgusted "7". "No variwho were eligible to sole’
cards
and
ations in the weather. What we
in Wednesday’s class elections, acneed is a good snow storm to
cording to figures from the Regbreak the monotony.
istrar’s office and Graduate Man’11). te %).,11 to, ee daoe. q.t., the
"But alas and alark we must
ager’s office.
tenon
(’I )I’ -San
give you the same, old report of
quarter 1950, a total’
winter
In
coll’11111{,..! to; WitItte. Teo4,-11;
generally fair today with increas,aesees
of 1291 votes were cast in the
I he 1,
!
itS rhaii
ing high cloudiness and continued
class balloting. This makes the
The dam . leas tee n !en. e Iii
mild. There, I said it and I’m still
biggest class election turnout in NEW FRIENDS--Ed Laninl. NJ% graduate. student. Is shown Aim.. 08t1Se.
oil
a1:1,
unhappy."
on the obstacle course at the Guide Dog tier the Dlind s. head in Nan
Thank you and goodbje. Mr. the histors of Washington .Square Rafael. The e.ernian shepherd guide dog is pictured leading Lanini .rvinsor,r1 to th, Jona’, (la,. is as
politics.
around a eommon street obstacle.
photo by nay Das«.
Weatherbird.

No Fifths Today’
Only Short Shots

Di
nit)! seovers
Training Rigorous
La

Veterans to Report

Grab the Capstan

Several Students
Turn Out to Vote

The Weather

Dance lie Kaput!
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Bit’ Business Crime
Grosses Millions
BV Shady- Methods
By D. WAIF. ’A Ist
-

21.

P cideiifh t4..

Six -Footers
Hotitile Jets

Writers Fake
‘War Nerves

By H. D. qUIGG
By H. D. QUI64;
L P.
An A.rport in Korea
Somewhere in Korea.- (1.3P)
Sag-. JOik
an inter- !Put a -ea) that old-fashioned no- !Every day at 12:25 p.m.. while
tion ’-at fighter pilots must be I the war correspondents are eating
, .iew this week.
The statern.e
1-..y the sen- I little ’,lists in order to fit into ; lunch at their billets, a fast freight
train roars through the mess hall.
t./
; ate Crime 1: .
-- : . ,:orrunittee ; the ;
?
ta..se
I chairman
fighter squadron
T1-,- :s a jet
pe:._.r.;on of law
It goes right through a table
-..
tenforcement officials is the only ’ . 7,
in which 45 percent of where one group of correspondents
*dee.
way organ:z
crime is able to ’
pi.ots arr. more than six feet is eating. They always see it comEaward Gasper :exist.’
’..-rdrawn." according tall,
kiteeq
.
ing just in time. They yell a
isteireal thawastiew Siit C.11;41, Ty!or Chns- I to Mr Settles "White collar
Jui.we
-Sea. (.....err
.-commanding officer, a warning. Then, howling in fright,
P412/
Itiergeers Cosseloed, Fa.e De May*, Ray Di
t.... if en Cn.w
(-rime- is the reason that stopping /shaver of six feet and around 240 they leap up on the long benches
?se fen Ads.", 11400.141. W-1111111 1.010.111. Goer", temente. twines Tieyto.. organized crime or police -pollupounds. says he has no tsouble at at each side of the table, pulling
U. Eitiess
tion- isn’t enough, he said
all slipping into the driver’s seat ltheir legs up quickly to keep them
SetFly
white
Mr.
collar
ION.
crime.
Frail
Dayton.
tro. Novels
";’,
a
of an FR) Shooting Star. He uses ; from being cut olf by the onrush-c p
..
tles refers to respected business a greased shoehorn ithat’s what ing monster
e
4I
:
.
144’ Gegvion Ardent, taw
arid professional men who try he says’
He’s from Texas and
And then when it has gun.
;,tel Westphal liscEirt &kis*. shady, unfair and ill’-al tiusiness
,four of his other pilots are from
mist down the long length of t h. Do.tts :practices. like
-nee. to Pe*. do
the
results
and
Texas. and I have no desire to dis- table, and the swirling cinders
.
rr.ake crime into tar
pute the staterne;nt of a man from has. settled on the roadbed,
"White collar criminals take Texas.
they sit down again and to, n
in million. eSPrN ’.ear" stithout
The commanding officer is Lt. ’ around to people at other tables
inithering lii pollisti- police. Mr.
and say:
ol. Charter. H. William.. 30, of
tvettb-. I ontends. In fJet, author"That ecntounded train. Comes
sian Antonio, Tex. Ha does more
ities nes er catch up with them
than just command the squad- through eaery day."
bee.iiise
the% don’t es en know
Which League Shall It Be?
ron. He’, the lead-off man in
They start eating again. E
about them. "1 Iii’. kind of crime
Its rains day department of the meal is not quiet for
:.s: team last week et an is still the hug menace rr-gard1., ; .
barbed wit and banter.
Soon someone is kicking at a dog
le... of organirrd crime," he said.
srrii in the mouths of Spartan basketball team critics.
May he you’,.
wondered what under the table. The whole table
p. ’’lit r!Ime we must
Phillips’
and
Chevrolet
Stewart’s
Ise game, played be.epen
teach basic concepts of right and fighter pilots do on a soaked-in begins yelling at the mess sergeant
c,f C..ailatioma; apparently had little connection with Washing - I wrong in the lowest school k-vul," day when they have to sit around to get that blasted dog out of the
:a eire, but its effect was significant.
I.’ said. Training in good business on the ground. Well, I found out. mess hall. They whistle and call,
weeks ago, a few friends, acquaintances and interested’ and professional practices on the They spend the time tossing "Nice doggy."
Theo they call for the Korean
leel is to little avail, he souped up insults at each other foi
’ears of San Jose State college basketball launched a prattle
mess boys to bring a plate of
feels, "because personalities are laughs.
designeti to descredit the local team. The campaign began
luncheon meat. They set It on
While the rain heat steadily no
too well established by; college
n ;* ber.ame apparent that the SJS quintet was not going to
the floor for the dog to eat.
time to be changed to any great the root of the wooden barracks.
-itch its admirable record of last year.
the jet jockeys sat on there iron
degree "
The correspondents like to preExamples of such crime are the beds around a squad iron stove tend they have war nerves. They
The Phillips squad, proud and confident, rolled into the Bay Area
-game
violations of the Fair Trade Prac- and poked fun at themselves and prt-tend to sei; things, and if other
.1h a fair basketball team. It was fair enough to boast a 58
tees act, Mr. Settles explained. their work_ Williams, the C.O.. people can t sof’ them they tell the
.,,ieng skein.
-Numerous big corporations filch spread a smile over his ruddy other people they are "cracking
same
the
Phillip, ho«..er, bowed in defeet before Stewart’s,
the public .11egally out of more face. He thrust his fingers in his up" and had better go hack to
. which was extended to trim San Jose’s Spartans two weeks ago. money than all that is lost through hip pockets. tilted his iron folding Tokyo fo: a nice. long rest
Ms.. lost ba 10 points Or so, but Stanford university recently was bug ginner:, thefts, erntr"zzlements I chair back on its hind legs, crossed
by the Ste:ivirt five.
and other insignificant crime-a. In his stockinged feet on the cement
meet instances they are given a floor, and sighted along one linger
of the local cage aggregation this year are the same
slap on the wrist through an order ti,ward The squadron deputy cornwho cried for better competition when the Spartan; were
..
. and desist ’
mar.der
, etep Cal Poly and Fresno State College last year.
Ile cited the light nod poster
think V1...%e got -aim.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
big pis-, in our.outfit." he said.
.
Wet SJS is cruising with the bourgeois in athletics. its record rtallitilaltie, a% other white collar
5ecc,c1 I So John Straety
erimin.ds along with druggists.
"Lock at that Major oser there.
,a, ci to sutier, even with no change in playing personnel.
Hey Communion
ducters, financial men, tabor
Sunday, fl CC
If they get 11.11:6* smaller than
Prayor and S11110111
11’00 .rn Mc
;per-fans must realize that San Jose either can win all the time in’ uniens. smallturne Ate.ine..nien
that, we throw ’cm back."
6.00 p.m Canterbury Club
prolesseir.
,
or lose some of the time in a tougher league. The Spar - and .sen
mg
Prayar, Program
I’.’i
Supper.
31,
of
t’olF: Good,
NI:ti
MI \tar tin Nloont:., awls, q un
if
Howard I. Scholhao
urr.hu..,,
, the deputy commander,
""Y Platfr-ed an old rival, Fresno State college, by 43 points, the -.object of
Stutters%
Episcopal
Chapla’n
re
crime,
has. called smiled back.
.i then lost to Stewart’s by 10.
His slight build was
it an inemporated business.- He
a
strange
contrast
to
the
huge
It is up to the college to choose *he league it wants. We prefer snit. that modern racketeers are frames of the men around him.
suae businessmen. Ile calls CaF resent sat -up
He said he weighed 140 pounds
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
pone a "crude beginner" in organand was five feet tour inches, the
IC S. Fifth Street
ized racketeering in riaiewing the
shortest height the Air Force allast 15 years of progress in white
11:00 e.re Morning Services
collar and organized crime. Ca lov’The colon. l’s booming voice conprin.’s Crime
conspieuous and tinued:
"We had to make him dep"Rasping Religion Abreast
t7lainorous, today’s "businessmen"
11111111111CW Incretise
Al ICS
uty commander to keep the rest
of Truth’
are smooth, refined, and tne no
of the gess from trampling on
I:
\ I
si
.44
1.11
’
Maviolence
p.m.Christian College Youth
7:00
him
.111.011’..
11111,11O1’1111‘111 01
I,
,..
/
In tart, one magnate, not a
Capt. Robert 1.. Erlunan, ZS.
FHosvship
!tar Ass.oesation tit racketeer, said during his trial
th.
,,,nui_ I 4v
..1.11.1111:1 AIWA
New lurk Oh:
that he couldn’t understand why of Houston. Tex.. who i. sly feet
icrits Obould he
7:25 p.m.Dpart for Grace
three inches tall and wear. a
NVIA
York
WON
hi. an’, being prosecuted since he
also.
that
NU,
"aithal
111.’1~ and
Baptist Church, I San Fernando
Mre Et shoes, grinned from his
the two state.. sass Mr !Niue lass y. us ;CT* prescribing annulment had done only what all other busiat 10th
crit. lie has 1.300 hours of flight
VII. Hardy. sonoloi’s snot uetoi , ivth. r than a quick Reno trcat- nessmen were doing. And most of
logged in the 1110.
t tiNti JINN. State 1,114-rt
;Mr& PI/watts.. many states and the the time instead of losing them
’’It a no problem for a big man
roninwnting on a reient regent t S
Supreme Court do not rec- the regard of colleagues, theiriilleto fly a jet fighter, once he gets
tti. "new annulnii nu raik t.
Inoue, Keno disorces. Mr Hardy gal practices gain them favor_
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
used to it," the colonel said. "Take
Ilaidy etated in an inters leW elted that a person Ira% ell ng
It WPM% they don’t earn reaa guy like Eckman, lie bailed
Rev, Clere-ce R. Sands Pastor
’ii’. week, "fly ,passior
liee they are doing anything
1.11TIINS
tsitintry. "might be marone once. You know what
Mrle Rom& Pastor’s Assistant
wrung. "It’s just good loisIne..% outta
n indication that the old, out- real in one state, not in the next.
he did? Ile just kicked the airSecond & San Antonio Streets
Dos’s." they sas. And that’s the
logarni,t in a third "
4.0441 divorce bias should lie re- 111111
plane away from him -- that’s all
ISIS! Ile belleirm that ..11’11tUall)
dangerous part of a hit, collar
li...maesgang gulch disarms.
TIMES OF WORSHIP
with that size 13 shoe."
sa. York 11111 11’s us.’ its laws
crime, aceording to Mr, settles.
Mr. hard’. stated. "The’. are
The colonel was asked if he
Inch 11011 alkov
fit IC tints on not so mur ti the judee’s fault
hiranized crime, in the senate
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
Alum& of adultery, which is ex- a. the icgishsture’s in not keep- Crime Investigating committees didn’t have to leave something out
9:30 a st. High Collegiate
in
order
to
get
his
huge
body
into
romely hard to prose
costs
the
United
States
Mg up with the times.- %%hen definition,
Dept. of Church School
t’ialifornia Is equally fertile lavs and customs do not keep $17 billion a year. "But white the cockpit. He smiled slowly, and
Wed., 7.30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
his
eyes
twinkled
under
his
found for .annulments sine. the piker ulth public action. they
collar crime roes on unhalted in
week. ottio demi* does not he.
crrata a -natural
College Ag Group, "Sonior B. Y:’
mery business, every industry, in cropped hair.
"1 don’t have any problem
6:15 Sunday venings. The group
’me final for ttnt’
Nry1
Wel, also recommtmis lass. re - every phase of life, raking in milhos wide wei meetings each Sun’u ’.41. irporti-11 about 8.340 annul
Settles said. It runs squeezing in." he said. "You just
i.hatial
"ManN of the annulments lions," Mr
day night. 0 ut s id speakers are
’urn!, Its is ;with N’itr, unit cali- aaarded on the basis of fraud in rampant in pinball games, num- can’t take setting up exercises
brought in from time to time. A var...1 ..4 tins, to 7, 4111
bers games, race tracks, commer- while you’re in there, that’s all
entenng marriage are therriNek
iety of social activities is scheduled
1 asked what was the toughest
’dr. Hardy emphs.lisrd that conciesed in fraud," he states. cialized sire, loan sharks, night
throughout tti school year. Ono SunI he -4wwl a a I.. Immure family -hut putets are powerless to do clubs. union and industrial shake- thing about flying an F80.
month the group goes to the
day
"Walking to and from the plane
Odd Fellows Home to hold services.
statalits Is not to get .61e1c1 di. anstisuig to present thus as long down, real estate, and gambling
before
and
after
missions."
WilTi,.
group also sponsors other activisorce rand annulment insrs
as, in num- ttain 9 pereent of the
liams said.
"Finest damn plane
ties s the need arises.
111111.
Insproso 4.4.4.11.ship cranint.." rakes. the C.1.4‘ Ls uncontested and ’I
I’ve
ever
flown."
He ...id that the .ouple should
the, defendant In not their. to
nom mare assent really know - CT011/1-elliamine ’
All ceserior maxim arc invited to
roc their p.1.1 Sari than how to
Whether state legislattnes will attend a -get acquainted- weiner
itiswilse the 11141 riiIILV If It i isistake the hint from lasigyers, judges. roast at Alum Rock park tonight
,itislaurters
researih .-sperts and social scien- at 610 o’clock. Sign-up sheet is
PI . tists and revise unaorkable di VI it h annulment . .
located in Room 8213.
111.f. I. Walt. tot
IN. iii .a .1111/1ibt
laws is a moot question. Mr
4jo s ta.e.iiisi the ;tardy poise, but eventually they 11
.stinulment
"HONG KONG KITCHEN"
Reasonable Prices
I. IN’ I/44141 r, that II,. Mit a
1144%. to be changed-- Chicago reSERVES A
existed.
’A do.iice tenni cently p1 a i d rest riel ions on
SPECIAL NOON LUNCHES
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Hey, Kids!

We’re all going to Mostellers
to eat good home cooking.
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L.1 Round-up

Trainmen Are
Back, SP Train
Service Again
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 8- The
four-day walkout of Southern Pacific switchmen ended yesterday
afternoon when commuter service
between here and San Jose was
resumed. Some 150 switchmen at
San Jose met yesterday morning
with officials of the Brotherhood
of Railway trainmen after the
Army announced that workers refusing to return to their jobs
would be fired.
The nation-wide strike had all
but ended at most major cities,
but frieght operations still were
Crippled partially at C h ica go,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and other
scattered points.
The Army gave striking railroaders the choice of getting back
to work by Saturday
- at a pay
increase - or losing their jobs
after President Harry Truman ordered the Army to keep the railroads running.
DISCWIS Deferment
WASHINGTON
- The Senate
Preparedness committee called Defense department and National
Guard officials todas to give their
views on the controtersial deferments of youths who enlist in the
guard. The administration’s bill
to draft 18-year-olds would repeal
the deferment. Guard leaders
claim repeal would hurt their organizations.
Break Counter-offensite Threat
TOKYO - - The threat of a communist counter-offensite south of
the Han river has been broken by
the 1 iiited Nations’ "meat grinder- a ’t.ance, according to Allied
tarot -sinen, who announce that
UN forces are within three miles
of Seoul.
Esplosion Rips Building
ST. PAUL, Minn. A tremendous explosion ripped apart a
building of the Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Co. plant today, killing at least four and injuring scores of persons. Cause of
the blast was unknown
Report on Japan
TOKYO --The peace treaty soon
to he reached with Japan will not
require the Japanese to carry out
any reforms made by the Western
Allies during five years of occupation, highly reliable sources said
today. The American view is that
total sovereignty should be restored to Japan with a minimum
ol restrictions.
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Dr. Lewis Accepts Post
Of Filming Turkey, Iran

DR. R. B. LEWIS

Gasper Announces
Grad Fee Deadline
March 1 is the diaciiine for
graduation lee payments by March
graduates, warned Senior President Ed Gasper at Monday afternoon’s meeting of the senior council.
Gasper also stated that seniors
being graduated in June should
apply for graduation now because
applications should be on record
the quarter before graduation.
Dick MacQuiddy announced that
The Gold Room and Knob 11111
room of the Fairmont hotel has
been reserved for the Sewer Ball

to be held June 2. The two rooms
will accommodate 1300 people,
MacQuiddy said.
The council toted to site senior books this year. Gasper described the souvenir booklet as
containing lists of senior acithities. names of graduates, and
conuneneement and biter:Alan:eath exercises. The size and
t3pe oil! be decided later, he
said.
Senior overnight chairman Duke
Deras announced that the date for
the Spring Overnight has been
changed from May 27 and 28 to
May 5 and 6.’ The overnight will
he held at Asilomar.
Gasper invited all seniors to
come to the next meeting. Monday afternoon at 4 o’clock. Installation of new officers will be
held at the end of the business
meeting, giving interested students
FOIR RENT
a chance to meet their elected
Room for a girt. Private bath, representatives,- Gasper said.
linen furnished. Kitchen privileges.
598 S. 15th street
Men: Furnished rooms two
blocks from college. Innerspring
The Spartan Chess club won a
mattresses ---everything furnished.
nine to four victory over the San
$22.50 per mo. 522 S. Fifth street.
Jose YMCA Tuesday night in a
CY 2-5507.
rematch. The Spartans lost their
Realms for men. Spartan Hall, first meet with the YMCA earlier
443 S. 11th street. New, modern in the year, 11 ts to 31,.
tile showers, kitchen privileges.
good beds. Reasonable rates.
Room and board. S40 per mo.
76 meals per mo., phone, washing
machine. remplete use of house,
room for two fellows CY 2-8803.
64 S. 16th street
FOR SALL
1937 Chevrolet 2 -door sedan.
Original owner. $111. Call CY
:R-1860
Model A Ford--neo ladiator,
paint, transmission, plus many
mere parts in past year. Fred. 67
S. Filth street, CY 5-3661.
LOST
I.ost FridayEvers/Harp pen,
holder with silver top.
Martha-1
Please return to Lost and Found.
Lost: Wallet in vicinity of Men’s
Gs m. Military papers urgently
needed. Call Caries Batrena, CY
5-9839.
sITI ATION WNTF.1)
If you need a %oculist for your
wedding, dance. funeral or any
other momentous occasion. contact
A
Mimi Wallace, DA 2-1453.
graduate of the Academy of Fine
Music and past president of the
Quantity Music association.

tliassifie*

Chess Club Wins

Dr. Richard B. Lewis. coordinator of audio-visual services, has
been granted a leave of absence
from the college to accept a four month post with the United States
Department of State in Turkes
and Iran.
Dr. Lewis will leave early in
March to direct two film production units of the Overseas Educational Film program. The units
are part of a team ot four who
will take educational films of Turkey and Iran.
While in the Navy, Dr. Lewis
was a field unit supervisor, and
assistant head of the Naty training film branch.
Commenting on his assignment,
Dr. Lewis said, "It is an exciting
opportunity and it is hoped that
the work of the program will contribute in some substantial way.
to the preservation of peace, and
the freedom of people of the
western world."
"The college audio-visual program is organized to continue uninterrupted service to faculty and
students," Dr. Lewis said. "Ill
not say goodbye until I’m on a
plane headed East. From the past
experience, one isn’t on the job
until one is on the job, as everyone with military and tor* ri experience knows," he add. -

again!
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/ faded blues
It(
washable denims
a man’s best friend . .

Any student interested in a
summer camp job should registei
in the Women’s P.E. office within
the next two weeks, Miss F:leanoi
Coombe, assistant professor of
physical education, said Wednesday.
Beginning April 2, camp directors will hold interviews in the
Women’s P.E. building to select
students for the jobs open in their
camps.
The dates of the different camps
vary, and the salaries vary with
the age and experience of the applicant, Miss Coombe stated. As
an example, she quoted the requests from one camp, running for
an eight -week session. which needs
dietician.
the following staff:
$350: waterfront director. $200;
two waterfront assistants, $80
each: four unit leaders, $200 each:
eight assistant leaders, $50 each:
one nurse, $200; and two specialists, $200 each.
She added that opportunities for
placement are good this summer,
because the spring quarter ends a
week earlier than usual.
tit=ts7,AY

Doesn’t mean a
+fling when you

jackets

let the . . .

or slacks

Shasta Washette
do all the work.
DAMP OR FLUFF DRY
1109 SHASTA AVE.
CY 4-3511
(Just off The Alwnecia)

mom & SATURDAY NIGHT’

IN THE NEW

once

Directors Call
For orkers

Dag
Evegy

back

Even the frosh know about
denims! About how you can wear
them frrrn dawn tc a late barn dance
or the beach. They can stand all the
abuse (and washing) they’ll ever get.
Slack,. 29 42- matching jackets.
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sponsors the contest.
-photo by Stone

i’zith Primps for B.M. ’Modern Art’
I .1.1 I ( ’I ’t 11( le Promenade Gets Appraisal
Mason, sophornore psychology major, will vie for the
"Lyke-, the college humor niagSki ((Aeration "Snow Qtem,.n" title tomorrow night at the azine, is going to press Feb, 14.
Quee.i ball to be held at Bay Meadows country club in The date it will go on sale still is
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Our SPECIAL
Bar -B-9 Spare Ribs
Beef, Pork, Ham

It’s that added pinch of
that bit of extra
care that make our
dinners truly a masterpiece
of TASTE.

A LA CARTE
SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI

75,

DINNER
SPAGHETTI 4 am
RAVIOLI

I II,

Imes Ili,tIrrent-

93 WILLOW ST.

Open Daily Except Wednesday
II AM 8 PM

For Special Attention
and Reservations

300 E. Main Street
Los Gatos, Calif.
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MR. ANTHONY’S

Cotton’s
Hickory Pit
Telephone EL Gate 4-7o

Religions St odrot,
ti.st ers
ill’o Seek

The food that
is DIFFERENT
(111(1 BETTER
spice,
ce

California p4r-sonalities:
Dr. J. C. F:lder, dean of instructi Caen, San Francisco Exam- tion: will speak at a meeting o:
iner columned: Emile Alais,_ na- the Philosophy- club tonight at
tion.il ski chanspsim of France and 7:30 p.m. The meeting will 1),
earl ird head ski inst uctor al held at 1815 Naglee avenue.
Grats Powers: head
Stistav
will
speak
OL
Dean
Elder
.4 Or- San Francisco Emporium "Philosophy in Education -’Al;
sports department: and Rob Faust. Whit, are interested are i It (11.
YA ,ports announc. F.
Tbe %sinning queen will ’
ire:ited to a oeek’s stay at Sip.,
"WE WRAP ’EM TO GO’
I,’. the tederation.
,,cals loan lho. -Snow Queen featuring

Call CYpress 5-64t0
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the topic for ohich the Congregational Student Felkovship will
seek answers at this week’s discussion: accoi dint!.
to Ursula
-zehindler, publiritv chairman
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HARTFORD INSURANCE
POLICY with ovary Heart’s
DESIRE DIAMOND et ’no
additional Cost to you

Choose from our new

Buy with Confidence
and Protection

shipment of

Pernelle French Spun
Chasmere
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No bon*. Valentin* than
Hoott’s Dositsi Diamond
You recino
full risk

Why not knit your
Easter outfit!!

Watlital
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Navy Sews Shoes

Soy with Confidence
and Protection
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Tau, New ATO Mascot
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Kenneth Rossi

’Weds IA Aure Ex-Co-ed Sass

!LI.uptial lolvs

A’ ’:rme at 1530
Santa Clara
,’reet are Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
’a Rossi. w::o were married re illy in the Little Church of the
\Scat on the grounds of the Last .
Frontier hotel in Las Vegas.
The Rev. E. A. Wessel .pastor
the Lutheran church of Las
.,gas, officiated at the double.
ceremony.

Cal’ a ry Me1110111,1 C111.1 1"Ch
he Vie setting Sunday for ’ft.,’
nuptial rites uniting Nlarilis Horther and Richard Robinson.
The bricie-to-be attended Sati
Jose State college and was 2radHated from the Santa ClaIa counThe bride wore a rasy blue suit!
ty school of nursing. She is DI AV
,,mplimented by pink accessories! emlioyed as a
registered nurse in
:1(1 a corsage of pink roses. N1r.1
San Jose, after a post -graduate
and Mrs. Richard Bettencourt atcourse in surgery at Peralta hostended the couple.
pital in Oakland. She is a member
Mrs. Rossi is the former Lylah of the alumnae assoeation here.
Aure. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robinson. a senior political sciO. N. Aure of Grand Forks. N.D.. ence major at Yak university, is
Kenneth is the son of Mr. and the sop of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick.
Mrs. A. A. Rossi of 170 N. 31st Carlson of Seattle. Wash.
street. San Jose. He formerly attended San Jose State college.
"tiers’he was a member of Pi
1 /olta Kappa. He is now emplosed
in San Jose.

Palmieri-St limit:
Enact. gement l’old

Pictured above cuddling his own refreshment mug is Tau, IleV1
mascot of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity-. The mug reads "I9M". indicating that the Imp is currently classified as a freshman. ATOs
expect great things of Tau, however, so they ha Le provided him with
mugs reading 1953 and 1951 in case lie finish., his college course in
I,’.., than the lircseribed four years. Tau is the trat’s second mascot.
Ile replaces (his, the duck, who passed to his rest over thle Christphoto hy *stone and Ernst
ina, holidays.

Mr. anti Mrs. Joseph J. Schmitz
ot San Jose recently announced!
*he engagement of their daughter.
-..lvia, to John Palmieri. John is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
J. Palmieri of this city.
Sylvia attended San Jose high
school and John, who also was
graduated from San Jose high
school, is now a student at San
Jose State college.
No definite date has been
.1
for the wedding.

A Healthy
Complexion

pin checked

with proper male -up

WORSTED

can now be yours

A lovely quality ...
designed especially
for Spring wearing.

CALL

MERLE NORMAN
Cosmetic Studio

Moderate Pr...,

for your free appointment.

John W. lienson
cil,pmi I. at hi,’"

CYpress 3-5616
be S. Second

JOS!

S.

31

sin Ant

1 1

11
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cOCIALcIDELIGHTS
By DOTTIE JOCZ

I
woo’

for 24 Girl attendant. revealed the fact
’fonight’s the big r..
members of the local Kappa Alpha that she ss as pinned to T Chi
chapter. Thes and NA, from Stan- Joe Thornley.
4,
*
ford and Cal will gather at LucOther pinning,. anndunced this
ca’s restaurant in San Francisco
for the annual Convisium banquet. week utter those of Delta Sigma
Occasion is the celebration of the Gamma Clyde Zirhel to Is adel
founding of Kappa Alpha fratern- Loveless, a Chi Omega: and Jay
ity and the birthday of Robert E. Hopkins, DM:, to Gloria doergIAP, spiritual founder of the or- el% a Kappa Kappa Gat
These gals and others pinned to
ganization.
members (.1 the fraternity will
he honor guests at a buffet supFriday- night at the
fast becom- per next
Alpha Chi Omega
DSG house. A ’alentine motif
ing the most visited sorority on will he carried out under the
campus. and all (or mostly all) direction of Rob Hines.
thanks to a swimming pool. Fri Bob Hojka, newly elected seirt-’
(1:1
night, before. "Presentsnambers of Delta Upsilon and ior class seep, started a strange
Delta sigma Gamma dropped in chain of events a week ago Tuesat the Chi 0 house for a swim. day when he climbed into the coffin owned by Delta sigma Phi fraTuesday night thing, were even
the 1F(’
ternity. Members of
liv,,lier. Rod Kellev. Tom snasludl,
meeting that night at the Dell
and their Lambda (’hi Alpha fraSig house. picked up coffin ar1.1
ternity brothers visited the A Chi
carted the pair to ti:
Os to redeem a fraternity trophy. Bob and
Delta Zeta house.
The guys were armed ssith packThe DZs released Bob but conages of soap chips, and proceeded
to dump same in the pool. They fiscated the coffin. The Delta Sigs
then kicked up volumes of suds. regained their Digger O’Dell sign
Also in the course of the evening. Monday night at a joint meeting
Lambda Chis Kelley and Snashall with the DZ.:.

-

got a dunking. They were later
Tuesday night members of WC
joined by Mike Burch( out -going received a cake baked by. the DZ,
IF(’ prexy, who was doused by girls. Broken teeth which resultedl
brother council members.
from gnawing the delicacy were’
not caused by the cake, really, butl
by the missing coffin hinges. The
Theta (This are busily buzzing
O’Dell sign has yet to appear.
about the just released Sammy
Kaye record, ’’My Dear Little Girl
of Theta Chi". lia}e is also the
composer of the "Dream Girl"
re Sa
song, much heard at Saturday’s
formal dar.ce. A romantic note
9NSIOT\
was added to the festivities ’at
the ball when Jean Sims, Dream

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HAVAY, Just North of
30th & E. Soots Gars Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
CT 4-6073
AAA Approted

Calling
All Smart Gals
’Come in for a Spring brush -up
on beauty. Let us re -style your
hair for a casual, comfortable
season ahead. Low prices.
CTpress 5-24411
166 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET
Parking in Roar
Across from Civic Autlifor1urs

44,
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iLoeal Mermen Meet Indians Thursda

Enda:, leoruairy 9. 1951 I

S’s lo

Potrni COP Five Faces
.
Quint N oviteellatmen1
III 1)I’(

/Iv Wan 4411-11NLAN
- id,,... College . of Patbfi,
to Washington Square to .9..m night for its first game
rt.- season arayinst arch -rival
:- in Just- State college
There will be a ciuss-campus
co. -I ,r, in.. 6 :l(C p it, prelim:mu)
% her, the Spartan. Frosh WHAM
:-. oi J ose- high s.ehoot
- . ’hue a seasonal ties and
I

The powerful Stantord uno,ers- ,
ity swimming team will meet
Charlie Walker’s Spartan squad
Thursday night in the local pool.
The Indians, PCC champs and
rated as one of the top clubs
I in the nation are strong in et14 ", (each Chris
lust
rri
ii
i
r I cry event, Walker said.
kjelden’ quintet enter. SparThere is a strong possibility that
lan gym fresh Irons a 54-4( wia
Bruce Harlan, Stanford coach and
uer Narita 4 laris uniersity at 1 1
five -time NCAA diving Champ.
hdocIAtoa IA ednestlay night.
Sri
ill put on an exhibition during
s.
The Tr....,er,. are paced by high-,
the meet. Harlan captured the
scoring Rill Wert The skyscraPlnia I
By IRAN ERROTA
forward has rw-ked up 242 eaintsl The week-long Star. JoseState’ three-meter diving crown .at the
1948 Olympic Games held in Lon1,eollet..e Novice Wrestling tourney,
don.
I comes to a close tonight when.
Terry Bowman. Spartan top d
finalists in the Independent and or who broke a toe last week %.

T

Ile in 1 011I’lleN .
F inals loiliolit:

Inter-Fraternity Council division,
Spartan gym. Fit ,t
collide in
match is slated for 8 p.m.
In addition to the Novice finals, Ted Mumby, mat coach,
still stage si% tarsity elimination
matches. Lou ( alvetti and Pant
Reuter are ischettilled for an ehitoition match. Their affair will
lw a take -Oft on professional
grappling.
loiterest tonight will center on
ti -am champiorships in the two
novice classes. Coach Ray Bunnell’s Ifaireracker team has taker
an early lead in the Independeto
division as Mae Martinez and Ga
’oriel Haim*. already have beer
rowned
and 115-1b.
respect ively

o

A WORD
ABOUT
PIPES
the briar in
good boar pip. is
I,,.. ertellotried. Il so) sd 70/11. IS
-- in scoria
,10 ail dv..J
esso.(11
rsers WO years This opens the Yolk
It should
breathy
4111, pipe can
from lacquer or varnish es
fre
Om seals the -pool’s and rotisht tho
csoi hot
i
4osositsct only these
pipes made by rputkol rnenulecur
no
good c,.4

Pipe 8, Gift Shop
Jim Mate

II. 11141,:it . . . How ie Pearce.
6 It. 7 in. cristrr, hope, lo mein’lain harklmarit I /mfr..’ for I 11111’
lonsorrins Ogain.t the SIDUrtail,

"Quality

CLEANING
Within Your

Budget"

.

’

Pants
Skirts
Sweaters
Blouses

Suits Coats
Dresses
(1.1, 1 .

89’
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SAVE -U CLEANERS
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ALL la %IOW\ r. I ’S sit lt I’

It; ,..,.111,.‘ I... i IT,IMPIllt ay.-,
this ,sr;ist,n %VII t needs tf,
I, omit .04 inaMs in the remain set -ii games to hecome the
lost l’acili, .aget to score :1100
points in tut. separate seasons.
Sophorlaire, Ron Detrick and
Jack Nord? h.11ow Wirt with 177
11, I 17: p...nt.. te4m.ctive1.!.
NM, Detrick, and 6-ft 1 -in. ’
I enter How It- Pearce Nem one
of the top rihouleiling combinations i.n the coast. Against the
Broncos the trio controlled
about 75 per cent of the rebounds.
TIo Spartans finally hit their
I, id, when
routed St.
the)
I il y’s. f’6-5l. Wednesday night.
11,ey lie.t their early season shilltvshness and eontrolled the tentpe of the game throughout the
i %entrig
I in defense the Spartans eseell; ed All the Gael seining came on
! legitimate ’.h. ifs. not on mental
!
1 lapses in the locals defense, as
; the cisi hail been most 01 the
I 1.1101. The It:titter quintet blocked numerous Gael shots cleanly,
, and did not have to reds on fouls
. to stop the St. Mary’s attack
I There uere mils 12 fouls called
Ion the 1.91 al. compared to 25 on
I the
Coach V. alt 14Pherson has n
nen scoring threat to supplenwat Dean 11.111).% and I hock
rampton in the rapidly impro Mg Elmer Craig, who res-114,1 lip
point
against the ii.iils.
.11K s drise-in shots forced the
lel.’
defense to tighten, reIng the pressure on 4illett
and ( r impton’s long shots.

I nloraien hibs

Can’t Lose
Coaches Al Cadena, Joe Thori’,
ley and ’rum Evans of Chi
Chi. say they can’t lose, hoe,
,
partieularly in the 147 -lb. anii
It, divisions. Finalists in the 147
lb bracket are Lloyd Souls ar
Len (’loss Both are members
the CDC team.
Vic Harris Acrid Rich Houghton
still %h. in the 1:17.1h. class.
Roth also represent CDC. A similar situation 4.ist in the Independent 167-1h. and heavyiron tiairerarkweight
flat I erretti and Buil Karnes, meet iii t he 167-11). Ithision.
e 4i r g e
Iltav l’otneltriff and
kerne, also of the ilaircrackers.
lock arms in the henyyweight
affair.
Fireworks are expected In the
1FC division, particularly for the
team title. Theta Chi, Theta Xi,
and Kappa Alpha have the MOct
.
entrants in the finals.
Huth Theta Chi and Theta
have four men in the finals, Kappa Alpha has three. Two points
will be awarded to all winners in
the final round and one point to
the loser.
Rest match of the evening
unsold he the last. particularly if
the team championship is at
Oahe. The finale pits Dick Bondelie. Theta Chi’s pride and
ki, and Harrold Bristow, Kaptournanwnt giant
pa .%lpha’s
John Mellain. Sigma Alpha Epsikm, and Perk Perkins, Theta
Chi. are even1 matched for the
157-1h. final. The SAF: star reached the last round by pinning Kappa Alpha’s Jack Fredericks y-esterday.
The latter was leading
Mellain 2-1 before tiring in the
latter stages iif the match.
Friendly Rivalry
Added interest involves frienril
fraternity rivalry. A shield will I,
arded to the best organive,
t
Ion won II,.
griaiii I
shield in 1949 and 1950 novii
tournaments.
Lambda Chi Alpha has donated;
a trophy for the winning fraternity team. A perpetual trophy %%111
go to the victorious Independer.

tenth
are asallahliter the I11111 he of the Its.. %%kiIIAIT /1 Ural I
r
ning teams, t he hest wrestler
I.
1-tios
al111 the hest sell leader. .% per- in the Intramural Basketball, pet
I I rophs a NO still go to
i ;tic as action swings into the. the is r. -’.tier
best for
.1111 week.
the Its,.
Frank Washani and Lee Jordan.
of the
nw Mire Pace Vivo-ion
1,1,1epenth.nt loop 55 it It four surd co-captains of the Raider wresli
sive sins
Sigma Sigma has, ing squad. Isoth are scheduled
tin,’,-straight to lead Dor-,1 make amxiarances in the varstt
-er, Y
:trils the I look- elimination matches. Waxhani
%%Oh four %A
AI,o in’ being challenged by Joe Thorn,- dwisatti are the undefeated :ley. improved 1717-11., mat man
it alcuttei, with two wins.Jordan ntay /ace stutitsirn op;
The
InterFrateinity
council’ position from Ralph Morroceo.
Ituat, flelta Sigma C.amma ahead 1951 Northern California Junior!
. in the A ills ism’s stilts a 3-0 rec- 11;7 It; orestlin;: tithst Bill War-’
and while Sigma Nlitha Fps11;irt ;trigs
see action fin the first
has captured Ins.) straight to pace time in t hree weeks when he faces
Is sion B.
I John Meleralez in a 147-1b. scrap.:

_ _ a lie

ready for the meet. Walker
said. Bowman returned to practice yesterday afternoon.
In the three previous meets with
the Indians. the only event captured by the locals was the diving
event, won by Pat McConnell.
NCAA high and low board diving
champ.
-
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FINE ITALIAN FOODS
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Second Guesses ,Diez, Dukes Stop Challengers
By JIM DOWNS

The Jake LaMotta-Ray Robinfight for the middleweight,
,mpionship Feb. 14 already is
tiing its daily share of column
,nches in the newspapers.
A reporter recently quoted La Mortar "Robinson’s just as good as
always. Maybe slowed down a litjust enough for me to
tle . .
. tch him."
Dee Portal got quite a boot
out of the statement. "Very
funny," Dee says, "but Robinson
probably can lick any man in
the world."
"Yeah, but I’m smarter and
anger." retorted Jake --to the
,.’porter when asked if he- LaDee
- ’ tta had slowed down.
ks this is funnier yet. As for
is, Robinson has made more
ney with his share of gate re; ts than any boxer who ever
harlie Adkins, the young pugi- who has brought fame to the
:-JS freshman class, says it’s
Robinson by a KO."
Charlie, a friend of Robinson.
narrowly missed a chance to work
ut with the champ.
-I was late for my appointment," says Charlie, ". . . sure
wished I could have boxed with
him." Who else but Charlie
’
would take the chance?
Various people seem to think
’harlie slipped from Indiana to
Jose State college unnoticed.
-itch wasn’t the ease. Every school
n the Big Ten offered him lush
-cholarships, particularly Michigan
state.
Why the trip to California?
Weather," says Charlie. "Man,
COLD home!"
fiver 5000 people were seeing
ni of the best ring scraps of
’heir lives Tuesday night in Los
Angeles when the match suddenly
’-as halted because of an Rye cut.
An accidental head butt by San
’,se’s Eddie Chavez, cut the eye
t Enrique Bolanos. Bolanos won
he match, being ahitad. on points
..t the time he suffered the cut.
-The VIMP old story," says
Ilee Portal.
"Who suffered
most? The spectator! It WWI
an exciting match, but the
riivd only got half the value
of the price of admission."
Portal had a point. Of all th
chnical knockouts in Califorma
;Jigs last year, 64 per cent vier,
attributed to eye cuts.
The moral of this story is that
he headgear, officially used in
ollegiate boxing, would have pre, nted over 90 per cent of these
,
And yet the pros say thumbs
(II VIII on headgears. Many fans
non hesitate before shelling out
dough to see top matches for
fear of seeing an early TKO.
Inasmuch as the pros seek the
almighty buck, the headgear certainly would add insurance to
their profession. And more important, it would save lives.
*
*
Ev Conley, Washington State’s
\CAA lightweight champ, paid
-he SJS boxing fans quite a corn -

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featur;ng
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Coss* as you an

pliment following the CougarSpartan meet last month.
"The crowd here is smarter
than any I’ve eser seen," he
said.
"The as erage college
crowd boos at the lightest provocation but here the crovid
booed only when the judges ob%lousily made a bad decision."
Conley also said he never expected the ovation he received
after he had been outclassed by
Charlie Adkins.

1To Cinch Idaho Trip Berths

oiled Terry Ulrich in an exhiJIM DOWNS
!though the latter boxer won the ,
bition 145-lh bout.
Spartans Nick Diez and Darrell final round.
Wally Trump decisioned Carl
Those fans aho stuck around tor
Dukes each won an expense-free
Padilla in the third match to give the final 13th match of the --..-trip to Moscow, Idaho last night.
Before a sparse crowd of 1000 1SJS the meet. Trump was in bit- ning saw one ol the cleanest
knockouts et the season. Fresh in the Men’s gym, Diez outboxed ter shape than his opponent.
man Sarcy :Miles caught his
!ter. Beata DeSsto
teammate Paul Reuter in the 165In the most popular bout of the heavyweight opponent. Vince NI
lb. division, and Dukes scored a
mild upset over Ray Lehmkuhl in evening. Jerry Stern decisioned Ione, with a hard right midwajin
t h e light-fleavy-weight division. Joe 1DeSoto in an inter -squad chal- the second round, and that was
the match.
Both bouts were challenge lenge match.
It was M S. first match et his
Stern, former National Junior
matches.
College 135-1b. champ, had too life, but he shooed much promise
Heavyweight Jack Scheberies
The winners won the right to
will have a man-sized job on his represent San Jose State college much punching power for his op- He may he able to train door: to
ponent. It was a 145-1h. match.
a light-heao
hands next Saturday night in
DeSoto took a nine-count in the
Moscow, Idaho.
first round when Stern caught
Hens Nett, Light
Jack’s opponent will be Mary
him with a sharp one-two.
Univei MOSCOW. Mit.
UP)
Beguhl, a 234-1b. refugee from the
In another 145-1b. challenge st1Y of Idaho specialists reminded
Vandals’ football team. From his
match. Johnny Johnson outlasted poultrymen not to turn off the
picture. Beguhl looks like the guy
Doug Wilson to win the judges’ lights too fast in the chicken
most likely to succeed in a barverdict. Wilson kept Johnson in house. A dimming switch is neces
room brawl. He’s only six-feet
!rouble for two rounds with his sary so the birds will have tune
tall, the barrel-chested type with
orthodox stv le, hut tired in the
to ono their roost
massive shoulders and arms.
final round.
decision
close
won
a
Camp
Den
from Vic Harris in a 135-1b. chatAl Tafoya has two more rugged
nge
match. Harris rallied in the
!.
foes in his path this season. Hank
second, but Camp won the bout
Amos, Michigan State’s 125-1b.
finishing slightly stronger.
star has moved up to the 130-1b.
Johnny Jackson scored a split
division. Neil Ofsthun also has
decision win over Niels I ;etch ii
made the step up in weight.
another 135-lb. el’
Ofsthun, Minnesota star, had
Jackson had an edg,
to settle for a draw against
round. hut Liddi battled hint on
Amos last week in Minnea.polis.
NOW IN STOCK!
even tetrns the last too founds.
Mac Martinez beat Amos in the
Bob Frazer’s two-fisted attack
Prang ’fertile Colors
NCAA finals last year. Ofsthun
won him the judges’ decision meiClif. Tertile Inis
beat Idaho’s Frankie Echevarria RAI
LEDNIKCIIIThis rugged stan Marcil in a 155-lb. challenge
Bristle Stencil Brushes
last year. and Mac says Frankie light-heavyn eight lost a tough match. Marcil caused his toe conXecto Stencil Knites
may be the best featherweight in match to teammate Darrell s.derable trouble with his lett, hut
EZ Cut Stencil Pape,
the nation.
Dukes last night. Dukes non
Iut Cr slowed down Frazer who
the right to represent stls finished strongest.
against the Idaho Vandals next
Chuck Barrena ran up
Michigan State’s Chuck Spieser ?Saturday night at Moscow
point had in the first 1-01.1F.,
has a record comparable to that
of Charlie Adkin’s. He won the against the Idaho Vandals next 1155-lb challenge match with
Laeleigue and then hung ,
AM.’ light -heavyweight title at the Saturday night.
, win. Laclergue finished sit
age of 17, represented the U.S. in
In three intercollegiate matches.
couldn t wereorn. the poiri .
the ’4R Olympics, and has never the Spartan
CV. 2-1447
frosh heat the Coll, ge
A much improved boxer u.4.
been knocked down in his boxing
Ill SOUTH 2ND ST.
last match. Geoi;:e (’oak it
career.
Gabriel Haime swarmed over
He defeated Minnesota’s Bill i COS’s Tony Ceinsugo in the initial
McMoore. 30-29, last week. indi- round and won the first bout
eating that McMoore is a better- when referee Julie
Nienendeil
than-ayerage boxer. , -Before the stopped it because of the obvious
Match, a Minnesbfa 6p6n4s’ writer mismatch.
boldly picked McMonre to upset
SJS’s Ed Damonte was beat. i
Spieser.
by Don Hill in the second inteiArmy’s heavyweight boxer, Ger- collegiate match as COS tied the
Hill’s orthodox
at’ -.1ry Hart, is I.,eon Hart’s "little" score.
FMK1-.
was too much for Darnonte
brother.
57 N. lit St.
3S.
CV 5-9979
34t lIOSOti I
Red Sielton. Ad.,. Dahl
Costello
Atsko
’WATCH THE BIRDIE
’HERE COWS THE COEDS
Also -Bowery Battalion
Also (-7,ysy Wildcat

Paint
San lose
o& kiallpaper

96’141’swoo

DOWNTOWN

See the New 4-Patch Pocket Hollywood
RAYON GABARDINE LOAFER JACKET
Maroon
Dark Bro.,
Nary Blue

$12.95

Otto 916Paitit

CYFrts 4-6’t8

22 W. San Antonio

BRAKES 4
ADJUSTED
AND
TESTED

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs
CV 4-5045

400S. 1st St.
CY 4-0083
Waite. rdseon. Greer Gerson
THE MINIVER STORY’
Also Swowis Waer
1455. lit St.
CV 3-3353
It’s the ntI Keeton story’
STEEL HELMET
Also SNP.. Pesseq

rPADRE

64 S. 2nd St.
CY 5-9893
"GOLDEN BOY
Also
COMANCHE TERRITOR,t

JOSE

ENJOY BETTER !.10VIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment from the
,

DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS

NE/GAIRORNOOD
t=0
20-Minute Service

1.50

This low price includes--

30 AM -9 PM

GAY

San
lit at CV 2-677B
Joseph Cotten, Joan I-cilia:re
"SEPTEMBER AFFAIR ’
ALIO "Royal Rodeo -

Also "Undercover

4-Wheel Hydraulic

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

STUDIO s

2635. lit St.
CV 3.953
Irene Dunne, Fred McMurray
"NEVER A DULL MOMENT’

Pr;eate Banquet ’Icons

Rol, re. 7k
Spaghetti, ot. 65c
A quart of each feeds sls.

CREST

STATE

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

CALIFORNIA

Rostov, front wheels
Blow met dirt
’aspect brake lining end omens
Inspect front whaml cyffnalsers
Inspect hydraulk lints
Inspect wester cyFncler

Check beide 411.4
ADJUST sor.icis baits
ADJUST pedal clearance
ADJUST wissol boor:Ass
Press..., test hydraulic system
Road test

erake&Searitif SERVICE CO.
is, im

540 South First Street

2Sts & E. Some Owe
CT 34405

GARDEN

MAYFAIR

TOWNE TI.

SANTA CLARA

1165 Lincoln Ave.
Willow Glee
CV 3-9869
Esther Williams
"PAGAN LOVE SONG
Also ’The Underworld Story
Alsmsd
CY’ $3 -H3eits s 6,
,b.r+ Taylor
’ DEVIL’S DOORWAY ’
Mao "Right Cress"

Dtcalt Kr- Itwrt Granger
"KING SOLOMON S MINES’
Also ’Mystery 5-1
956 Front%
Santo
AX 4-6M
Fred felcM.’,.y, Irene DYAft
"NEVER A CULL MOMENT’
Also Tortoeve4 Seremom ’

-t-vio

DIIP/14r IN

EL RANCHO

DRIVE-IN

PALO ALTO

sllAmRocK S. CI sty&

Al’aa(AZ72.40:41
Jwsis Seewart
"HARVEY
Also ’Worms, On The Run-

Mt 11 Gist" Rel.
S-S0011

!:.,/
HARVEY’
Also "Lli4ian $444)."
JI

Ahn;

DA 24830
Marl Stetes Edmond O’Brien
Clifton Webb
BETWEEN MIDNIGHT AND DAWR’r
FOR HEAVEN’S SAKES’
Also Pygmy Island &
Also ’Paris Bombshell"

1

’Three WA& (age Printing Classes Visit Plant
Teams A dl ’made
Writes Stanford Sat urdaN
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Return% to Front

Lt. Larson
Of Central Korea

It. Don Larson, former student police chief, is back in action in
central Korea after being forced to evacuate the Hungnam beachhead, according to a letter received at the police school last week.
Lt. Larson’s infantry outfit landed on the Iwon beach in October
Ow thick of the battle up until the time the Manchurian
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Round T/11111. III

in the
be held

tomorrow at Stanford
Wilbur I.uick, director ’it Forensics said today.
rom 10 Bay
Represent a t eS
Area colleges and universities will
meet to thrash OW the question
"What should be the responsibility of the federal government toward the preservation of harmonious labor-management relations?"
roundtable will begin with
a restricted symposium, in which
delegates will speak on various
phases of the question, and will
i.nd with an informal summarization
The oundtable, which will meet
in Room I of the Stanford School
of Education building, is open to
the public. Mr !mirk stated
Mr Loick will attend a meeting
of directors of forensics and
of debate IA loch is being
held at the same time as the
roundtable
Mi 1.iiiek stated that the Student Council has agreed on March
14 as the date for the debate between San Jose State college and
West Point nulitary academy, to
be held on this cartipm.
p to
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DUNKING PERMITTED
. . . in your own cup.

Billing’s
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371 West San Carlos
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E DARE
THEM ALL!
PHILIP MORRIS

challenges
any other leading brand N’
to suggest this test
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

Potato Donuts
51,

1..

. Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff - DON’T INHALE and
slo-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Eosy, isn’t it? Arid NOW...

2. ,.Light up your present brand
Do exactly the some thingDON’T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sang?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORILISI

Other brands merely make claimsbut PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to fudge, to decide for yourself.
Try th;-, simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . .
PHIlIP MORRIS is, indeed, America’s FINEST Cigarette!

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER

111..Slias to ktictill
Labor 1.on l’114T
I It

The shepherd represents one of
the oldest occupations known
man. Archeologists have uticie’
ed evidence that domestica
sheep shared the huts of Si,
Lake Dwellers, a race that 11.
about 8250 13 C.
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Jackets
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I hime., ast II ton., predicted the It!Pi Students start registering
’outbreak of Win Id War 111 with today for the 1951 spring semes111 111. neat 1’2 months ’oda
as ter on the Berkeley campus of
I ’hawse
of
millions
celebrated thet:nisersitv of California.
their new year
-the N14111. 114 here
Registrar Thomas It. Steel exand water
pected a ibs-rease in enrollment of
"The prar of TIKEI " 1111/1114 last more than 3,5410 student from last
ritietrileht amid an car -splitting spring and estimated that 18,1140
hip--age of ttrecreekera in liong students will sign up for instruchi..
tion, as compared to 21.903 for last
Astrologers
said
the
eonflict year
this expect this Scar will lie shunt
Ile added
that
this
estimate
and that ’woo, w ill he restored might
lie decreased
further by
the -bare ’ makes its riot male students enteritis" the armed

I

field is done by lithography.’
Materials of construction students of Mr. Wayne Champion are
making a trip to the Fiberglas
corporation plant in Santa Clara_
Of special interest to the class is
the variety of products turned .:t
by the nearby company.
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Three advanced WAA basketball teams will go to Stanford university Saturday to play in the
WAA meet there, according to
Miss Eleanor Coombe, faculty adviser for the gioup.
The three teams C.W.C.. Prestidigitators and the Gophers will
leave here at 8 a.m in a college
The
bus, Miss Coombe stated.
meet is scheduled for 9 a.m.
A luncheon will be ’held at Stan fold university following the meet.
On Feb. 17, a meet with San
Ft itatiSCO State college will be
held here. Teams scheduled to
play in this meet are the Gold
Nuggets, Freshmen I, and the
Gompeteers. A luncheon and an
afternoon swim will lw held for
the sisiting teams.

from the InPrinting cla,,.
dustrial Arts department will visit
a local printing plant today, to
observe the producti-in of colored
can labels, according to Mr. Daniel C. Lopez, instructor.
The Muirson Label company of
San Jose, whose plant is to be inspected by the Spartan printin...
students, is the only local criii filmy which prints can markers in
color using a series of metal plates.
Mr. Lopez pointed out that ri,i
majority of color printing in t’
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MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!
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